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“Do we send it out? Or repair it in our shop?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This will be less of a presentation, and more of a framework for discussion and reflection. I want attendees to look at the relationships and cooperation needed between site maintenance & reliability staff, OEM’s, consultants and independent maintenance shops. Sharing of information (history, application info, failure? or PM?, system conditions at the time of failure, etc. ) and a joint focus on the end goal are essential. What is the end goal? Increased machine reliability – Decreased machine down-time – Decreased overall cost of ownership -  Increased Production – Increased Profitability.



Who am I?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I grew up on a farm so mechanics is in my blood naturally. I grew up working on farm equipment, automobiles, stereo systems, etc. I was the kid doing burn-outs in my 300 hp V8 S-10 truck and setting off your car alarm with my sub woofers. While that is now somewhat embarrassing and probably a silly part of my life to bring up, I think some of you probably had similar experiences that helped shape your early life and direct you towards a life in a mechanical field. After high school I spent a couple years in college chasing my sports dreams but when that fell through I began to look for steady work. I landed at Peacock Bros. Inc. in Edmonton as a shipper / receiver / shop laborer in 1997 (I had a bit of an in there – I had been working there as a summer student since 1994). Not long after an Apprentice Millwright position came up. I applied, I got the job, and my career in mechanics began. In 2001, I became a Red Seal tradesman, and in 2006 I took over as the department Supervisor. I gained a huge amount of experience at Peacock, which became Weir Services. Working in the shop and the field as an Industrial Mechanic, I saw a huge variety of different plants, mills and all of the equipment they used to produce their products. As a Supervisor I expanded my knowledge and understanding of the needs of the technician and the customer. How important it was to schedule efficiently. To have accurate work plans, and have all the parts and consumables the technician needed to execute their job. I also gained a much better understanding of what our customers are up against every day. Critical spares, outage planning, unplanned outages, 24/7 overhauls to get the plant back up and running, etc. In 2013 I took an opportunity to manage a similar shop at Motion Canada. This move has elevated my understanding of industrial services and the customers needs to another level. I’ve had the opportunity to work closer with manufacturers and customers than I did in my previous roles. I’m elated to be here with you today to present and facilitate this discussion. Thank you to the RATS society for allowing me to present today, and thank your to the Dow Centennial Center for hosting our event. 



Housekeeping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do we have any housekeeping issues? Fire escapes? Muster Points? I believe we are supposed to meet at the Ricky's All Day Grill, 8770 84 St, Fort Saskatchewan, AB after todays sessions for a post event relaxation & networking session. I assume that’s the muster point as well? All joking aside, safety first; here as it is on the job site. There are building exits out in three directions from this room, so there are lots of options. Muster points will be clearly marked. Stay there until everyone is accounted for.



Who are you? What Industry are you from?

Millwright? Operations?

Engineering?
Management?

Consultant?

OEM?

Planning?

Distributor?

Specialist?

Contractor?

Other?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to get a feel for what kind of representation we have here today. Let’s have a show of show of hands. What is your role in your company? Which industry is your company involved in?



What is your maintenance strategy?

Preventive Maintenance (PM)

Reactive Maintenance (RM)

Predictive Maintenance (PdM)

Condition Based Maintenance (CBM)

Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM)

Total Productive Maintenance (TPM)

Prescribed Maintenance (PbM) (IIoT)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d also like to get a feel for what maintenance strategies our companies represented here today utilize (Review the different maintenance strategies). What model(s) are you employing at your facility? Are you including your operators in the maintenance process? Do you have a formal TPM process?



How does that compare to North America?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a graph that represents what maintenance strategies other companies across the US are using (Sorry, data was easier to find for US companies than it was for Canadian companies). This data was distributed in the 2018 Maintenance & Safety Digital Report, that is published by Plant Engineering.



Each year, Plant Engineering – an industrial manufacturing outlet – surveys a number of engineers and maintenance professionals to get a 
sense of overall maintenance strategies in the United States.

Maintenance Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I may use this slide. I may not



We have to rebuild it. 
Where should the work take place?

In our Shop!

Advantages:

• Staff gain a greater understanding 
of the equipment by working on it. 
There is no better training, than 
hands on;

• Plant staff understand the 
application and the equipment's 
role in the process;

• Staff have full access to equipment 
history & system operational data

Dis-advantages:

• Busy with other priorities in the 
plant: PM’s, planning, planned 
outages, unplanned outages, etc.;

• May not have specific tooling;

• May not have specs and tolerances;

• May not have the space in the shop;

• Is it clean enough? Plant 
contamination can be a problem.;

• No warranty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All right. Back to the discussion surrounding where to send the repair work. First, the advantages and disadvantages of rebuilding the component in the plant or mill shop.



We have to rebuild it. 
Where should the work take place?

Send it to the OEM!

Advantages:

• Own the design information & 
engineering specifications;

• Supply OEM parts;

• Has OEM upgrade history;

• OEM Warranty.

Dis-advantages:

• Likely heavily biased towards their 
products;

• Likely will be very protective of 
intellectual property (IP);

• Will not have application info or 
operational data unless the owner 
shares it.

• Schedule. Not always able to “rush” 
the repairs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, the advantages and disadvantages of sending the component to the OEM.



We have to rebuild it. 
Where should the work take place?

Send it to our Local Repair Shop!

Advantages:

• Can offer multiple repair or 
replacement options. Unbiased;

• May be an OEM certified repair center;

• May be a subject matter expert because 
they repair the same equipment for 
other customers in your industry and 
other industries;

• Can supply all inspection and assembly 
dimensions;

• Will compare findings to industry 
standards (ISO, DIN AGMA, API, etc.);

• Warranty

Dis-advantages:

• May not have access to OEM parts or 
specifications;

• May have experience in a lot of different 
equipment, but maybe not this one;

• Will not have application info or 
operational data unless the owner 
shares it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, the advantages and disadvantages of rebuilding the component at a local repair shop.



We have to rebuild it. 
Where should the work take place?

What other factors 
are there?

Discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What other factors influence your decision?



So, how do you decide?

Base your 
decision on 
these factors:

Timing

If you have the time, space 
and resources to perform 
the repair in your shop, do 
it.

If you don’t have the 
tooling, specifications or 
expertise, lean on your 
knowledge network for 
support.

Criticality

If your time is better spent 
completing other work in 
the plant, send it out. 
External resources can 
often manage resources 
easier than plants can.

Just make sure you do 
your homework to ensure 
the work is done right, the 
first time!

Financial Impact

The repair cost is not the 
largest factor here; un-
panned downtime is much 
more costly!

Complete the repair where 
you have the best chance 
of getting as much life out 
of the equipment!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The decision is never cut or dried. You need to base your decision on multiple factors every time there is a rebuild opportunity. Look at all the factors and make the best decision you can. Be confident. You’ll make the right decision!



In Conclusion

Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does anyone have any questions that you have been saving? 



Thank you for participating in
the 2018 RATS MRO Technical Conference

• Please fill in feedback form to help us plan for 2020
• All presentations will be available for download from MRO website
• A portion of the MRO proceeds will go towards an Educational Grant and 

our selected charities:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you all very much for attending this session. It has been my pleasure to present here today. Thank you to the Rotating and Turbomachinery Society for facilitating this conference. I hope you have all had a chance to walk through the tradeshow and have great discussions with other industry professionals. I hope you can all make it out to the networking session at Ricky’s after the event. I heard (RATS facilitator) may buy a round???? Maybe not?Thanks again, and safe travels!
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